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Because of the attachemnt issues, I cant download the W7 x64
SP1 x64 ISO. I can download the W8/W7/W7 Home Premium
x64. But the activation and the manual OEM activation, need
to be first. In my case, the installer can not create an
activation, because of I dont need the activation, just the.sli
file of the license. But I got an email of a tool, it try to activate
it with the OEM installation. A "Windows 7 SP1 CE" is a subset.
the only license that can't be activated by the MS installer But I
want to backup and just change the activation for an other dell
notebook (thanks to a red pocket). So, I think it is possible, by
just restoring the activation with MS tool, but with a Windows 7
License. But, I want to know more, before activate a license of
a dell notebook on another notebook. When I clicked on the
link, the tool download Windows 7 Home Basic, which is not
available to OEM, but IS part of the "Windows 7 download" my
intial customer bought. Yes, I clicked on the link that appears
to help. Take a look at this forum, he says "The windows 7
home premium has been renamed to windows 7 home basic". I
then activated the license from there, not from the Windows 7
download as he suggested. It worked fine and was able to
download the license for his Toshiba laptop. Problem was, I
was a bit befuddled by the need for a basic license when his
laptop was paid for a home premium. While the prior method
of activation was used for OEM based PCs, and the new
methods were used for consumer based PCs, the measure
employed in SLP 2.0 can be detected easily when Windows 7 is
installed, that is when a activation screen is shown, if a key
has not been provided, the activation will not go through.
Hence this method requires internet connection or getting the
phone froma good service provider to get the license code of
the OEM.
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